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The Crown Heights Film Festival showcases a curated 
selection of local and international film including feature 
length and short narratives, animations, documentaries, 
cross-disciplinary/experimental films, and films made 
for or by children. Its mission is to provide a voice and 
opportunities for underrepresented filmmakers, to 
foster cross-arts collaboration, and to provide a social 
forum for filmmakers, Central Brooklyn residents, and 
the wider arts community. 

Connect with us: 
info@crownheightsfilms.org
facebook.com/CrownHeghtsFilmFestival 
twitter.com/CrownHeightsFF

www.crownheightsfilms.org

Dates:  
October 30 - November 10, 2012

Admission:
Suggested donation at the door (Oct 30 – Nov 9): $7
Closing Festivities Day (Nov 10): $12

The Candy Rush 
733 Franklin Ave  
Brooklyn, NY 11238
Subway:  
2,3,4,5,C to Franklin Ave;  
S to Park Place

Video installation by artist Anita Glesta and artworks by Malcolm A. Davis II  
and Dana Givens is on view at FREECANDY, October 30 – November 10.

Crown Heights Film Festival 2012 Season 

Locations: 
FiveMyles 
558 St. John’s Place  
Brooklyn, NY 11238
Subway:  
2,3,4,5 to Franklin Ave;  
S to Botanic Garden

FREECANDY 
905 Atlantic Avenue  
Brooklyn, NY 11238
Subway:  
C,S to Franklin Ave;
C to Clinton-Washington Aves

Please note films may contain adult content. Schedule is subject to change.
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TUES 10/30

The Black Belle (84m, U S A), dir. by Brian McGuire

Belle is beautiful. Belle is sexy. Belle knows what she wants. Few will admit it, but every 
man wants her for his own. Franklin Dear has done everything to get under her skin but 
Belle always ends up on top. Who will take home the Belle of the ball?

FiveMyles, 7:00 Screening, 9:30 Q&A

El Último Hielero (14m, USA), dir. by Sandy Patch

For the last 53 years, Baltazar Ushca has harvested glacial ice from the tallest mountain 
in Ecuador. His brothers, Gregorio and Juan, have long since retired from the mountain. 
This is a tale of cultural change in a small indigenous community and how three brothers 
have adapted to it. 

AmLeftCrap (5m, U S A),  
dir. by Mike Stuttman

AmLeftCrap is an animated collage 
constructed out of comic art, code-
generated samples and assorted digital 
ephemera that is informed by both 
monumental and seemingly insignificant 
events in the world around us. 

End Slate (21m, Switzerland),  
dir. by Florian Graf, Fabrizio Fracassi

End Slate is the final installment in a three-
part miniseries examining the productive 
states of Olf Graphenheim. 

FiveMyles, 7:00 Screening, 9:30 Q&A

Blood Film (3m, USA), sub. by Kevin Walker 

A short film made with Lara Salmon and 
Kevin Walker’s blood. Each took a paint-
brush and dipped it in a cup of their blood to 
paint eighty feet of film. It was manipulated 
until they found a stopping point.  

Dissent (35m, France, Italy, Mexico, U S A), 
dir. by Helmut Dosantos

An old father, still a tyrant despite his age. 
Edward, the son, devoured by his Oedipus 
complex. And Karla, the young woman 
betrothed to Edward, who dreams about her 
future husband’s attempt to break free from 
the yoke of his father and assert his own will. 

Devil’s Temptation (7m, South Korea), dir. by 
Neryong Ci

A customer enters a company, The Land 
of the Free, and is guided by a mysterious 
employee who lures him into signing a con-
sent letter in place of a drink that promises 
ultimate freedom. 

WED 10/31: Halloween

Candid (92m, U S A), dir. by Vishnu Seesahai

A voyeur stalks women throughout the city 
with his camera until he crosses paths with 
a model who harbors a dark secret, she’s 
a serial killer. The film was created as an 
“Auteur” project, an entire movie made by a 
lone filmmaker (writing, producing, shoot-
ing, directing, acting, and editing).  
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THURS 11/1 FiveMyles, 7:00 Screening, 9:30 Q&A

A Broken Tear (9m, Lebanon),  
dir. by Krystle Houiess

The story of a love lost for inexplicable 
reasons and the tragedy of life in waiting for 
a broken tear to heal. Based on a true story 
where love is lost in a cold world.  

The Orchard (11m, U S A), dir. by Laura Graham

A pack of boys spend their afternoons in an abandoned orchard. As tensions rise, a girl 
is a catalyst for change. 

Sneakers (111m, Bulgaria),  
dir. by Valeri Yordanov, Ivan Vladimirov

Six young people escape from the brutal 
city and their failures – in their families, 
love, money, and ambitions – meeting with 
those that are different. Arriving at the 
Black Sea, the beach brings them together 
and reopens the prospective of hope to 
them all. 

FREECANDY, 7:00 Screening, 9:30 Q&A

Joe (19m, U S A), dir. by Juan Aybardiaz

Joe is a man in conflict with himself. His 
life is about, crime, hate and bigotry but 
one particular day during a robbery he 
finds himself in one of his victims. 

Lionel Fantom (33m, U S A),  
dir. by Manu Di feliciantonio

Lionel is a wealthy and famous DJ going 
into a spiritual revolution while fighting to 
keep a grip on reality. Redefining through 
his expression what reality has become in 
his mind, Lionel becomes the protagonist. 
He’s a conduit to various entities Nijinsky, 
Lorca, Tupac, Rimbaud Debussy. taking 
them out of their social context and placing 
them into a mystical context, ushering them 

Will Work for Laughs (30m, Australia), dir. by Ashley Hall

Filmed during the 2012 Melbourne International Comedy Festival, Will Work for Laughs 
hears from experienced comedians like Greg Behrendt, author of He’s Just Not That Into 
You, emerging comedy stars, like Daniel Connell and Mick Neven and successful fringe 
performers like Dr Brown and Slow Clap on the demands of a comedy career as well as 
live performances showing the artists doing what they do best. 

THURS 11/1

Last Call (30m, U S A), dir. by Jim Chaliz

In the middle of the night, Kristen is 
awakened by a phone call from a stranger 
asking for her help. She is given half an 
hour to solve a riddle that can ultimately 
save his life. Skeptical at first, she 
reluctantly plays along, but as the count 
down begins, it becomes dangerously 
clear that this not a game. 

10:00 live music by Julian De La Chica and Ana Echandi
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FRI 11/2 FiveMyles, 7:00 Screening, 9:30 Q&A

Me, My Dad, and You (8m, U S A), dir. by Sam McFarland

A series of three shorts including animation, found footage, and home video, all exploring 
the director’s experiences having an arm stopping just below the elbow. 

Теле́га  (26m, Russian Federation),  
dir. by Natasha Novik

A cart is rolling along the endless road with 
no-one on aboard, with no horse or engine, 
or even sails...just the wheels turning by 
themselves. There are different people 
it rolls by, there are different reactions it 
leaves behind. 

Chalk Talk (10m, U S A), dir. by Christopher Durenberger

Chalk Talk is a love poem about Eli, a WWII veteran, and his grandson, lost love, 
and coincidence run most foul.

Behold The Lamb (83m, Northern Ireland), 
dir. by John McIlduff

In order to save the neck of his junkie son, 
Eddie, a depressed accountant agrees to 
a mysterious pick up accompanied by Liz, 
his son’s girlfriend. In between moments 
of unexpected heroism and sporadic bird 
watching, Eddie’s dysfunctional humanity 
connects with Liz’s tortured past and a kind 
of healing begins.      

SAT 11/3 FiveMyles, 1:30 Screening, 3:15 Q&A

Pulling Teeth (9m, U S A), dir. by Steve Abruzzese, Jennifer Suwak

John Baker, an Equestrian Dentist for over forty years, has been working on horse teeth 
with a very specific philosophy. He believes that communication is key, and unlike other 
equine dentists he has never sedated a horse to work on their teeth.  

Bible Storyland (85m, U S A),  
dir. by Stephanie Hubbard

This quirky yet heartfelt documentary follows 
art dealer Harvey Jordan on his obsessive 
quest to uncover the mysteries of Bible 
Storyland, an ill-fated Bible theme park 
intended to compete with Disneyland in 1960s 
Southern California. Complete with animation, 
dream sequences and, of course, a curse, this 
fun film plumbs the depths of Bible Storyland 
and its effects on Harvey and his family. 

SAT 11/3 FiveMyles, 4:00 Screening, 5:45 Q&A

Evoking the Mulatto (4m, U S A),  
dir. by Lindsay Harris

Evoking the Mulatto is a multi-platform 
narrative and visual art project examining 
black mixed identity in the 21st century, 
through the lens of the history of racial 
classification in the United States. Featuring 
interviews with young artists and activists, 
coupled with photographic portraits and 
historical mappings, this interactive project 
seeks to address a relevant contemporary 
issue by glimpsing at its chronicle. 

Mas Man (The Complete Work)  
(89m, Trinidad and Tobago, U S A),  
dir. by Dalton Narine

Mas Man (The Complete Work) explores Peter 
Minshall’s leap from designer in the Trinidad 
Carnival to an artistic director of the Opening 
Ceremonies for three Olympic Games, based 
on his knack for ‘making what is small seem 
big in an Olympic stadium.’ 
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SAT 11/3 FREECANDY, 2:30 Screening, 5:00 Q&A

Baroque (8m, United Kingdom),  
dir. by Ruth Paxton

A contemporary interpretation of the art of 
Baroque, inspired by the Italian painters of 
the period. Commissioned by Milan’s Festival 
Delle Lettere and based on a letter about 
beauty, by Italian actor Vittorio Gassman.

Mother India: Life Through the Eyes of the Orphan (47m, U S A),  
dir. by David Trotter, Noah Lamberth 

Narrated by Grammy Award winner Rebecca St. James, Mother India is a compelling 
documentary capturing the life and stories of 25 abandoned and orphaned children living 
along the railway in southern India. With over 31 million orphans in India, David Trotter and 
Shawn Scheinoha showed up hoping to find kids who would be willing to trust them enough 
to show them life through their eyes. What they didn’t expect was to be warmly welcomed 
by a family of 25 children living along the railway. 

Mesh (Walking) (90m, Germany, Turkey), 
dir. by Shiar Abdi

Xelilo, a disturbed man, walks endlessly 
through the streets of the Kurdish village 
in the south east of Turkey. He is curiously 
being noticed by Cengo, a 12 year old boy, 
selling chewing gum. Cautiously they 
become friends and Cengo leads him to 
the meeting point of the children under a 
bridge, where they live through carefree 
moments. When the Turkish military takes 
power, the life of Xelilo and the other Kurds 
is endangered. Who are the winners and 
losers in this conflict?

SAT 11/3 FiveMyles, 7:00 Screening, 9:30 Q&A

Rebirth (22m, U S A), dir. by Nicole Libassi

Rebirth is a thrilling and harrowing look at the struggles of a transgender person who 
wakes up in a motel with no idea how he got there, and finds himself trapped in a room.

Implosion (88m, Spain, Germany),  
dir. by Sören Voigt

Seventeen-year-old Thomas and his father 
Niels spend their holidays at the Spanish 
coast. But their father and son time out 
takes a turn when a boat with African 
refugees sinks close to their hotel. As naive 
but passionate Thomas struggles to find 
a way to help one refugee, he explores an 
unknown world of desperation, hope, greed, 
violence, betrayal, sorrow and... love.

My Neighbourhood  
(25m, Palestinian Territories, Israel, U S A),  
dir. by Rebekah Wingert-Jabi, Julia Bacha

Mohammed El Kurd is a Palestinian 
teenager growing up in the heart of East 
Jerusalem. When Mohammed’s family 
is forced to give up a part of their home 
to Israeli settlers, local residents begin 
peaceful protests and in a surprising turn, 
are quickly joined by scores of Israeli 
supporters. Mohammed comes of age in 
the face of unrelenting tension with his 
neighbors and unexpected cooperation with 
Israeli allies in his backyard.
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The Candy Rush,  
12:00 Screening, 1:00 Q&A

SUN 11/4: Young Filmmakers Day

My Feet Smell and My Nose Runs  
(5m, U S A), dir. by Helene Brandt 

A foot encounters a nose in a field of 
grass, a quarrel ensues. 

Heart to Heart (8m, U S A), dir. by Matthew Gentile

Heart to Heart is a computer animated and live action film about two thirteen year old kids, 
Hugo and Olive, who love each other. The problem is, their hearts realize it but they don’t! 
Set between the reality of a middle school dance and the fantastical world of the male and 
female heart, Heart to Heart is a story about what it means to fall in love for the first time.

Nightlight (A Spoof of Twilight) (2m, U S A), dir. by Sam Wilby

This spoof adds humor to the teen movie series Twilight. Two youths take on the part of 
Edward and Jacob. Within the story, you will find how both of them come to live their life 
such like a vampire not seeing themselves in a mirror or a werewolves desire for meat. 

Little Moon Lost (6m, U S A), dir. by Jennifer Treuting

What’s that glowing in the grass? A boy finds the moon in a country field. It’s fallen out 
of the sky. After taking it home and nursing it back to health (with cheese, of course!), 
the boy must return the moon to the sky- but how?

El Invento (20m, Colombia),  
dir. by Giovanni Granada

What if a 12 year old boy had to devise 
an Invention to get the attention of his 
love interest? Monica has made it clear, 
she wants to be just friends. Sad, Danny 
starts working with his friend Andres in 
their workshop on a new invention. a big 
challenge for 12 year old boys; to solve the 
magic of photography and the mysteries of 
women. On a golden afternoon in 1976 they 
discover the power of friendship and love. It 
all starts with a magnifying glass, a small 
lantern and a broken heart....

featuring films appropriate for children 
and films made by children 

FiveMyles, 2:00 Screening, 4:00 Q&ASUN 11/4: Young Filmmakers Day
featuring films for older children & teens

Life Never Waits (6m, U S A), dir. by Katie Simpson Spain 

Life Never Waits is a dynamic experimental animation about nature taking back a city 
after humanity has disappeared. Nature is the protagonist, and characters include 
plants, soil and mutant chimeras of urban animals.

The Doll (10m, Canada), dir. by Daniel Shojaei

A brother finds a way to buy a doll for his sister, although they are both poor and homeless.

Pulling Teeth (9m, U S A), dir. by Steve Abruzzese, Jennifer Suwak

John Baker, an Equestrian Dentist for over forty years, has been working on horse teeth 
with a very specific philosophy. He believes that communication is key, and unlike other 
equine dentists he has never sedated a horse to work on their teeth and unlike other 
equine dentists he has never sedated a horse to work on their teeth. Through several 
stories and visuals, John Baker proves that communication with other animals is vital to 
harmony and understanding, particularly in his line of work.

Manhatitlan Codex (6m, U S A/Mexico),  
dir. by Felipe Galindo (Feggo)

Felipe Galindo’s digital animation narrates 
an imaginary migration of a group of 
Mexican people to the US, inspired by Aztec 
mythology and American history. It explores 
the concepts of homeland, migration and 
globalization. Manhatitlan Codex is also a 
traveling exhibition that features works on 
paper and animation. Music by Blaine L. 
Reininger (Tuxedomoon).

The Pass It On Project (46m, U S A),  
dir. by Melissa Nicolardi

The Pass It On Project follows a group of 
Brooklyn eighth-graders on a road trip to 
the sites of the Civil Rights Movement in 
the summer following President Obama’s 
inauguration. Told through the eyes of the 
students and teachers, and interwoven with 
first-person accounts from surviving Civil 
Rights heroes, this coming-of-age story 
explores issues of education, race, and social 
justice through characters that span three 
generations. They remind us that if we have 
the courage to discuss it, our nation’s past can 
inspire a more just future.
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SUN 11/4 FREECANDY, 2:30 Screening, 5:00 Q&A

A Snowboarding Day in Brooklyn (9m, USA),  
dir. by Jason Scott Jones

Deka Paupaw is an everyday Brooklynite. Except for his enthusiasm and experience as a 
snowboarder. His passion has led him and his board to shred some of the highest snowy 
peaks in the world. What starts with the simple reality of enjoyment in an atypical Brooklyn 
fashion gets deeper when two sets of visitors enter the scene and underlying urban-social 
issues break the ice showing the importance of being active in our communities.

Cecilia’s Birthday (15m, USA), dir. by Adonis Williams

Teenage Cecilia’s excitement about her birthday is crushed when her mother turns it into a 
party for her own friends and ignores all her daughters’ requests for what she wants. The 
older brother captures all his sister’s disappointments on his new camcorder. Seven years 
later, as an adult, Cecilia finds the tape of her party, revealing to us something her brother 
kept a secret and reflects on how it impacted on who she’s become.

Chasing Home (85m, USA),  
dir. by Keith Boynton

Jesse, Henry, Violet, and Benny Stamper  
are four siblings who have gone their 
separate ways. Jesse’s a reporter in 
Chicago, Benny’s a minister, Henry’s 
a derelict, and Violet has remained at 
home to help their father, Bruce, run the 
family motel. But when Bruce suddenly 
disappears, the siblings are inexorably 
drawn back together to assist in the search.

SUN 11/4 FiveMyles, 4:30 Screening, 6:15 Q&A

Quest for Energy (10m, USA), dir. by Vinit Parmar

Quest for Energy encourages us to think about our energy consumption and way of life to 
get closer achieve zero impact on our environment. Over one billion people still live without 
electricity. Simple sustainable technology transformed an off-grid village in the Sunderbans 
into a thriving city of entrepreneurs, bustling with energy, 

Kinderblock 66: Return to Buchenwald (87m, USA), dir. by Rob Cohen

Kinderblock 66 is the story of four men who, as young boys, were imprisoned by the Nazis 
in the notorious Buchenwald concentration camp and who, sixty-five years later, return to 
commemorate the sixty-fifth anniversary of their liberation. The film tells the story of the 
effort undertaken by the camp’s Communist-led underground to protect ad save Jewish 
children who were arriving in Buchenwald toward the end of the Holocaust. Kinderblock 66 
also tells the story of Antonin Kalina, the head of the block who was personally responsible 
for saving 904 boys in Buchenwald.

SUN 11/4 FiveMyles, 7:00 Screening, 9:00 Q&A

Manhatitlan Codex (6m, USA/Mexico), dir. by Felipe Galindo (Feggo)

Felipe Galindo’s digital animation narrates an imaginary migration of a group of Mexican 
people to the US, inspired by Aztec mythology and American history. It explores the concepts 
of homeland, migration and globalization. Manhatitlan Codex is also a traveling exhibition that 
features works on paper and animation. Music by Blaine L. Reininger (Tuxedomoon).

Baroque (8m, United Kingdom), dir. by Ruth Paxton

A contemporary interpretation of the art of Baroque, inspired by the Italian painters of the 
period. Commissioned by Milan’s Festival Delle Lettere and based on a letter about beauty, 
by Italian actor Vittorio Gassman.

Amigos (108m, Cuba), dir. by Iván Acosta

Beginning in May of 1980, 130,000 Cubans 
departed from the Port of Mariel for Key 
West, Florida. Ramon is a “Marielito”, the 
new Cuban refugee. His adaptation to life in 
the United States is a difficult process. First 
he must overcome the negative stereotype 
associated with being a “Marielito”. Next, 
there is the matter of finding a job and 
otherwise integrating into North American 
Society. Through it all, he finds freedom, 
abundance, confusion, and deceit... but he 
also finds “Amigos”. Writer/director Ivan 
Acosta is best known for his off-Broadway 
play El Super.
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TUES 11/6 FiveMyles, 6:30 Screening, 9:30 Q&A

Sci-fi shorts and Berlin bedlam

Serum (36m, USA), dir. by Chidi Ozieh 

The year is 2067. In a world filled with fraud 
and corruption, a shadowy government 
organization called ‘The Black Flag’ 
secretly controls all facets of society. Their 
dominance is almost complete, except for 
one thorn in their side – a serial killer called 
‘The Red Scarlet’. 

Arella (12m, USA), dir. by Chuks Oyem

Martin Neumann tracks a spy into an alleyway and discovers not only that the strange man has 
special qualities, but that the stranger’s interest in him may be due to his best friend Susan Beckford. 
For unknown to her she possess a hidden power that may be the key to humanity’s salvation.

Night & Day (9m, USA), dir. by Ross Hockrow

From a dark and seedy motel, a man 
emerges to walk the late night city streets 
searching to fulfill his desires. The people 
we are by night, are not always the people 
we are by day.

Klappe Cowboy! (85m, Germany),  
dir. by Timo Jacobs

The self-styled director Cowboy is coming 
to Berlin with only one goal: at long last 
filming his big blockbuster. Self assured, he 
is accepting every mission until he meets 
the real artist YPS and starts filming a porn 
movie. Something mysterious is brewing up 
nearby in the Bedlam-Hospital, but blind 
of love, Cowboy’s is dellitante qualities are 
overwhelming his powers by far.

The 82 Peddler (11m, USA),  
dir. by Derek Presley

In a world where the act of dreaming 
is illegal one lowly street performer 
must attempt to peddle dreams under 
the watchful eye of the strict and 
unforgiving Government.

FREECANDY, 7:00 Screening, 9:30 Q&ATUES 11/6

10:00 live music by Sarah Dupey

Divergence (14m, USA), dir. by Adrian Orozco

Two friends embark on a journey of 
desperation, resorting to petty crime and 
ultimately finding themselves with the law 
hot on their heels. Their ill-fated plan is 
told through a unique storytelling style that 
keeps the audience guessing about the 
main character’s motives, which drive the 
narrative to the surprising final frame.

At This Table (12m, USA), dir. by April Dawn Wilkner

At This Table is the story of a blended family that has fallen apart. One night, they all sit 
down over dinner to celebrate an engagement, but the absence of one family member 
brings forth the tensions that lay buried under the table and in their hearts. 

The Human Factor (28m, France),  
dir. by Thibault Le Texier

In 1914, an engineer sent away to 
reorganize a factory exchanges letters 
with his wife. As he tells her about his 
experiments in Taylorism, she picks up bits 
and pieces of this method and to apply it 
to her daily tasks at home. While he gets 
disappointed by the Taylor system, his wife 
become a true domestic engineer.

A Way (14m, France), dir. by Julien Drach

Returning home from a trip, a couple has a strange feeling this return was hiding 
a complete other reality.

Riot From Wrong (63m, United Kingdom), 
dir. by Teddy Nygh

August 2011. 4th day of the London 
riots. 14 passionate young people unite. 
Join them in their search for solutions, 
exploring causes. Featuring exclusive 
interviews with young and old, victims, 
looters, politicians, Met Police, journalists, 
activists plus exclusive riot footage and 
unparalleled access to Mark Duggan’s 
friends and family.
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WED 11/7 FiveMyles, 7:00 Screening, 9:30 Q&A

Stejně Jako Já (8m, Czech Republic),  
dir. by Deana DiSalvio, Michael Freise

A boy takes his younger brother shooting 
when his mother leaves them home alone.

Mother’s Milk (Sua Me) (18m, USA), dir. by Andy DeJohn

Mother’s Milk (Sua Me) is the story of seven year old Anh, who must learn to take care of 
her ailing family in the Vietnamese countryside.

Lovely (16m, USA), dir. by Jennifer Maurer

Sister Gertrude stumbles upon a new 
world when the Internet is installed in her 
Wisconsin convent. She discovers a new 
kind of sisterhood when she begins chatting 
with a younger nun, Lucinda. Between cow 
pastures, dance lessons, and apple picking 
Gertie feels, well, Lovely. Miracle-like signs 
force her to focus on the reality that perhaps 
she has picked a forbidden fruit

Exit Elena (72m, USA), dir. by Nathan Silver

With no place to call home, 19-year-old Elena takes a job as a live-in aide. She finds 
herself thrust into the middle of a family in crisis: all the things that go on between a 
father, grandmother, mother, and cat. Eventually, Elena strikes something of a balance. 
That is, until the prodigal son returns home. Placing fictional characters alongside real 
people, Exit Elena is a dark comedy shot with all the rough edges inherent to family life 
and home movie form.

FREECANDY, 7:00 Screening, 9:30 Q&AWED 11/7

10:00 live music by Ghostrunner

Accordion Guy (17m, USA), dir. by Dan Wilby

A brief look into a busker style musician’s last performances.

Heads Up (13m, USA), dir. by Alex Merkin

This is the edgy, comedic story of two 
long time friends, partners in crime, and 
somewhat surrogate siblings who love each 
other to death. When suspicions of trust 
and loyalty arise at the weekly poker game 
the situation erupts in an extreme way – 
because nobody fights like siblings do!

Bun e. in a Series of Shorts (4m, USA),  
dir. by Molly Smith

The anthropomorphized bunny, Bun e, 
stars in three short claymations, followed 
by mockumentary behind the scenes 
footage. This short animation uses humor 
to briefly address social issues such as self 
esteem, gender identity, celebrity drug use, 
and problems within the world of fine art. 

Quite A Conundrum (85m, USA),  
dir. by Thomas Phillips

American Pie meets American Psycho. Sex, 
drums, tequila, social networking, a pirate, 
morning after pills, Jesus and a gun... It’s 
one hot mess! It’s hilarious, dark, sexy, 
twisted and sadistic. It’s Quite A Conundrum.
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THURS 11/8 FiveMyles, 7:00 Screening, 9:30 Q&A

Le Train Bleu (18m, France), dir. by 
Stephanie Assimacopoulo

Paris, Gare De Lyon: Elie behaves as a 
true bounder. Selena, evermore in love, 
still wants to pick up the pieces. At the 
bar of the Blue Train, where they stop to 
have a last drink, neither one could have 
imagined what happens.

Shabbat Dinner (15m, USA), dir. by Michael Morgenstern

Friday night dinner is boring as usual. William’s mother is showing off, his father is drunk 
and berating their oddball guests, and he doesn’t have much in common with their son 
Virgo – that is, until they discover they both share a secret. The adults would be shocked to 
find out what is happening in the other room while they discuss trivialities.

The Man Who Ate New Orleans (97m, USA),  
dir. by Michael Dunaway

A pastor moves his family to New Orleans 
after Hurricane Katrina to help rebuild. 
He falls in love with the culture there 
and decides to become the first person 
to eat a meal at each of the over 700 
restaurants in town. Along the way, his 
tiny church rebuilds over 500 homes, 
including the multi- generational home 
of Bernice, and African-American woman 
who plans to turn her first floor (once her 
great-grandmother’s home church) into a 
cultural center to teach Treme kids about 
New Orleans culture. Produced by Emmy-
winning actress Natalia Livingston and 
Michael Dunaway.

FREECANDY, 7:00 Screening, 9:30 Q&ATHURS 11/8

10:00 live music by J Babun

Even Gray Feels Blue (8m, USA), dir. by Negin Sharifzadeh

Even Gray Feels Blue investigates the nature of melancholia and solitude, translating 
these most intimate and deeply personal feelings into their aesthetic essences. The 
echoes of the individual move into collective realities. Sorrow becomes social malaise. 
The film is built in conversation with a composition by master Oud player Negar Bouban. 
Both music and image utilize repetition to create a trance-like state, an ambiguous 
psychic space for the viewer to enter.

Evoking the Mulatto (4m, USA), dir. by Lindsay Harris

Evoking the Mulatto is a multi-platform narrative and visual art project examining black 
mixed identity in the 21st century, through the lens of the history of racial classification 
in the United States. Featuring interviews with young artists and activists, coupled with 
photographic portraits and historical mappings, this interactive project seeks to address  
a relevant contemporary issue by glimpsing at its chronicle. 

Loose Ends (15m, USA),  
dir. by Eden Vaschon

A desperate husband. His annoying wife. 
And the incompetent hit man he hires to 
kill her. A darkly misogynistic comedy with 
mistaken identities, gunfights, chases set  
in Queens, Brooklyn and Manhattan.

The Last Intervention (98m, USA),  
dir. by Giovanny Blanco

The rebellious daughter of divorced 
Dominican parents discovers her family  
is having an intervention in her honor.  
It’s not exactly how she planned to spend  
the weekend.  
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FRI 11/9 FiveMyles, 7:00 Screening, 9:30 Q&A

The Session (7m, USA), dir. by Molly Maguire

Amanda arrives early for her first therapy session a bit eager, nervous, and open to her 
Dr.’s professional words of wisdom. Dr. Franklin uses all of this to her advantage. Turning 
those fateful minutes in which Amanda arrived early into ones Amanda will never forget.

Split Time (3m, France), dir. by Fabrice Bracq

A man and a woman in their mid-thirties. Attractive, single and day-dreamer, they cross 
each other a million times without ever meeting.Yet, they are meant to be together.

Good Men (12m, USA),  
dir. by Brian Connors

Good Men is a dramatic comedy about two 
elderly Jewish men (Ed Asner and Mark 
Rydell ) who get into a serious argument 
over the controversial circumstances 
surrounding the 9/11 attacks on The World 
Trade Center.

A Big Love Story (93m, USA),  
dir. by Ryan Sage

From a script bought off Craigslist for $500, 
Ryan Sage has sculpted a truly unique, 
independent romantic comedy. Sam is a 
former college football star whose chance 
to play in the NFL is abruptly ended with a 
blown out knee. Seven years later, he finds 
himself alone, working a minimum wage 
job and weighing a deadly 413lbs. This is 
the story of Sam’s epic battle to lose weight, 
while searching for love.

FiveMyles,  
Afternoon start time TBA,  
8:00 Awards,  
8:30 live music by Brown Rice Family

SAT 11/10: CHFF Closing Festivities

CHFF will re-screen the award winning film from each category below.  A presentation 
of the awards will follow the films. Every year, a different artist is selected to design and 
create the awards. This year’s artist is Paul Kaiser.

The closing celebrations include a live music performance by Brown Rice Family. The 
CHFF after party for filmmakers, friends and neighbors will be held at 739 Franklin from 
10:30pm until 1:00am. 

Screening times and winning films to be announced:

Best Animation 
Best Children’s Film 
Best Cross-disciplinary Film 
Best Documentary 
Best Feature Length 
Best Short Narrative
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